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Business Services
REPORT TO BUCHAN AREA COMMITTEE – 27th September 2022

ABERDEENSHIRE’S DIGITAL STRATEGY: PROGRESS UPDATE
1

Executive Summary/Recommendations

1.1

This report provides an update on progress of Aberdeenshire’s Digital Strategy which
was previously reported to Business Services Committee on 8 January 2022, and the
Bulletin previously circulated to Area and Policy Committees during August/September
2021. It provides a background to the holistic approach to digital inclusion across
Aberdeenshire and sets out the key areas of progress across the suite of projects
which received funding under the Digital Strategy package of support approved by
committee in January 2021.

1.2

The Committee is recommended to:

1.2.1 Consider the update report and make comment
1.2.2 Note that the report is currently being considered by all Area Committees in
September and comments will be collated and fed back to Business Services
Committee.
2

Decision Making Route

2.1

Aberdeenshire’s Digital Strategy 2020-2025 builds on the achievements resulting from
‘Innovate Aberdeenshire’ 2015-2020 Strategy.

2.2

Aberdeenshire’s Digital Strategy 2020-2025 was approved by Business Services
Committee on 7 January 2021.

2.3

A progress update was previously circulated to all Area and Policy Committees during
August/September 2021.

2.4

A further progress update was submitted to Business Services Committee on 23rd
June 2022

3

Discussion

3.1

Aberdeenshire’s Digital Strategy sets out the priorities and continuing commitment
to embedding our digital approach for Aberdeenshire. The Digital Strategy aligned its
values to meet the council’s strategic priorities, Aberdeenshire’s Health & Social Care
Partnership Strategic Plan and continues to support the council to adapt and deliver
essential services to Aberdeenshire communities as we learn to live with Covid-19.

3.2

Cross service engagement identified the digital enablers and interdependencies
(Appendix 1) considered to have greatest impact in strengthening the council’s
resilience and supporting communities. These formed the basis for developing an
overarching business case securing £2m funding, approved by Council (24 June
2021), providing investment in those digital solutions contributing to removing barriers
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to providing citizens with increased choice in the way services are accessed and
increasing the potential for improvements across a range of areas from process
efficiency, to harnessing our data in new ways to improve service delivery.
3.3

The resulting Digital Strategy Programme funded through this investment is overseen
through robust governance via the cross service Digital Strategy Board comprising
Chief Officers from across the organisation and is responsible for the overall direction,
drive and delivery of the programme. Each of the projects within the 5-year
programme is of a different size and complexity and is in a different stage of
progression due to prioritisation of finite resources to support their delivery, alongside
the wider and continually shifting digital activity portfolio operating across the
organisation.

3.4

Progress across the strategy’s digital programme is reported at Appendix 2a which
identifies three projects being in Discovery, one at Business Case, two at Procurement
phase, two at Planning and three in Delivery. This demonstrates progress across all
projects, with overall programme spend currently £204,752 against the investment
budget. As projects move forward and priority services are identified for digital
solutions, increased spend against the budget will be evident.

3.5

The basis for investment secured through Council in June 2021 recognised the wider
benefits to be realised beyond the Return on Investment. A revised benefits process is
integral to the programme with progress at an early stage of determining detailed
benefits per project. Of those projects which are advanced in their financial benefits
projection (Committee Management, Webchat, Online Services and Process
Automation) the anticipated Return on the Investment of £908,496 is £1,248,438
equating to 137% return across four projects. The potential return is expected to rise
significantly as more projects finalise projections. Realising the return and broader
benefits is predicated on Services embedding the changes and implementing their
workforce plans. Appendix 2b provides a sense of the potential value the digital
investment will deliver for customers.

3.6

The considerable work underway is being achieved through close partnership working
between Business Change, IT and Service project teams. The current status per
project is provided in detail at Appendix 2c. Of points to note Process Automation and
Webchat projects are now part of a newly formed Customer Service Programme which
incorporates Website Redesign all in Delivery Phase, the replacement Committee
Management System is currently in procurement. Frontline Employees is at Business
Case with stakeholder workshops underway since June. As all projects progress
within the programme, high volume activity is being undertaken by teams across all
aspects in preparing detailed business cases, benefits identification and analysis,
contract negotiation, procurements and embedding change. This work will continue as
projects move forward through their respective stages in addition to delivering the
continually shifting digital activity and change programmes operating across the
organisation.

3.7

Digital access and inclusion plays an important role in the success of our
Digital Strategy. A Digital Inclusion workstream for Aberdeenshire Council’s Digital
Strategy Board was approved in November 2021 and a group established with
representation from Council Services and Aberdeenshire Health and Social Care
Partnership in January 2022. This is helping to develop a shared understanding
across services of those individuals or groups who are experiencing digital exclusion
in Aberdeenshire and jointly develop and deliver an action plan to address the four key
areas of digital inclusion:



Digital Connectivity – infrastructure and/or access to connectivity
Digital Access – equipment and affordability of digital access
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Digital confidence – developing skills and opportunities
Hybrid Solutions – support and alternative solutions for excluded groups

3.8

The group have an agreed focus in response to the Digital Inclusion Statement of
Intent developed by the Tackling Poverty and Inequalities Group. A review and refresh
of the digital projects across the council/ AHSCP has been completed. Desk research
is now being carried out to collate the local data providing the current picture in
Aberdeenshire and engagement activity already undertaken by services is being
reviewed to better understand people’s experiences of using digital technology to
access council and AHSCP services – examples are provided at Appendix 3.

3.9

In November 2021 Economic Development established a Digital Engagement Team
with the appointment of two fixed term posts funded to July 2023 by the Aberdeen City
Region Deal and the Digital Connectivity workstream within it. The focus is to support
residents across Aberdeenshire and Aberdeen City in getting faster broadband,
working with Scottish and UK Governments, stimulating demand in connectivity
support schemes, such as Reaching 100% (R100) programme and the Gigabit
Broadband Voucher Scheme (GBVS) as part of Project Gigabit. The overall objective
is to create parity of access to Superfast Broadband speeds for all residents of the
region, regardless of rurality. The team is collaborating with local and national
telecoms operators to stimulate investment and expansion in networks to benefit
communities using a combination of government programmes, City Region Deal funds
and partnership approaches. Aberdeenshire has the highest improvement rates using
the various programmes of any Local Authority in Scotland. Further information and
statistics on the R100 programme are provided at Appendix 4. The team is working
with City Region Deal partners to finalise a GAP analysis on digital connectivity across
Aberdeenshire, with the intention of presenting to the Aberdeen City Region Deal Joint
Committee in September 2022, including proposals of projects to enhance digital
connectivity through other means.

3.10

The City Region Deal project has ended after delivering efficiencies and reducing
costs providing faster access to public services, better connectivity and introducing
increased speeds across networks i.e. education – opening a range of new services
while connecting thousands of devices at once. The project commenced 1st April 2020
and was completed within budget and timescales by 1st April 2022 delivering the
benefits expected including community achievements as detailed at Appendix 4.

3.11

The recruitment of a Service Designer to the Business Change team in January 2022
saw an initial focus on understanding the customer experience of callers to the Council
Customer Service team, requiring specific services and by those accessing services
through the Council’s website. Identifying synergies to improve service delivery across
the entire customer journey i.e. Online Services, My Aberdeenshire and AI Webchat
within the umbrella programme named ‘Customer Service’ which will ensure we
continue to deliver cohesive strategic goals. Service Design resources are currently
being prepared and an engagement programme is being launched with a range of
activities planned through to December 2022. The intention in raising awareness is to
encourage employees to become part of a community of practice, by participating in a
Service Design development programme, building skills whilst delivering Service
Design projects which will draw on a range of tools and methodologies, including
digital solutions secured through the digital business cases. These will deliver value
through improving processes and transforming service delivery by codesigning
solutions with the people who will ultimately use them, removing the barriers identified
by citizens, employees and partners.

3.12

Digital leadership and culture change will lead to digital becoming an integral
part of our organisational mindset as we embed this strategy through workforce
planning, recruitment, skills development and job design. Ongoing promotion and
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engagement through the digital strategy communication plan will ensure we are
connected to and supporting communities in building capacity and improving
accessibility now and for the future.
4

Council Priorities, Implications and Risk

4.1

Aberdeenshire’s Digital Strategy impacts across all pillars and priorities:
Pillar
Our People

Priority
Education
Health & Wellbeing
Infrastructure
Resilient Communities
Economy & Enterprise
Estate Modernisation

Our Environment
Our Economy

Underpinning the Priorities are several key principles. They are: right
people, right places, right time; responsible finances; climate and sustainability;
Community Planning Partnership Local Outcome Improvement Plans; human
rights and public protection; tackling poverty and inequalities; digital
infrastructure and economy.
4.2

The table below shows whether risks and implications apply if the recommendation(s)
is (are) agreed.

Subject
Financial
Staffing
Equalities and Fairer Duty
Scotland
Children and Young People’s
Rights and Wellbeing
Climate Change and
Sustainability
Health and Wellbeing
Town Centre First

Yes

No

N/A
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

4.3

There are no financial or staffing implications arising from the content of this update
report.

4.4

The screening section as part of Stage One of the Integrated Impact Assessment
process has not identified the requirement for any further detailed assessments to be
undertaken because the Committee is only being asked to note the progress to date
and there will be no differential impact as a result of this update.

4.5

No additional risks have been identified as relevant to this matter on a Corporate Level
as the purpose of the report is only to inform the Committee of the actions being taken
forward since Aberdeenshire’s Digital Strategy was approved on 7 January 2021

5

Scheme of Governance

5.1

The Head of Finance and Monitoring Officer within Business Services have been
consulted in the preparation of this report and had no comments to make and are
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satisfied that the report complies with the Scheme of Governance and relevant
legislation.
5.2

The Committee is able to consider, comment on, make recommendations to Services
and any other appropriate Committee on this item, as it relates to any matter or policy
which impacts its Area, in terms of Section B1.2 of the List of Committee Powers in
Part 2A of the Scheme of Governance.

Ritchie Johnson, Director
Report prepared by Colleen Henderson, Business Change Manager
Date 20 July 2022
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Aberdeenshire’s Digital Strategy - Digital Programme Project Detail
Project
Name

Sponsor

Overview

Budget

Online
Services
via
MyAcco
unt

Kate Bond

Enabling our citizens to access online
services through Aberdeenshire Council’s
website and myAberdeenshire.

Programme Benefits

Appendix 2c
Projected Savings

Progress Summary

Our Citizens and Communities
£162,750

By registering for myAberdeenshire,
users can access a growing range of
services using a single sign-on.
To minimise unnecessary interaction both
existing and new Council processes are
considered for integration online, these
are prioritised, using data to make
informed decisions about which services
should come first.

AI
Webchat

Kate Bond

Improving our current online chat offering
with Artificial Intelligence (AI), which will
allow more customer enquiries to be dealt
with securely without human intervention,
24 hours a day throughout the year.
Enhancement such as providing
information about council services,

£91,643

Benefits

Customer - All
identified front
facing Online
Services will have
enabled online
interaction for the
end-to-end process
– Response time
by Services is
quicker – access to
services are
quicker and can be
accessed at any
time.

Financial - With
less admin time
required, balanced
with self-service
available 24/7 each
Online Service
developed in the
MyAberdeenshire
Mobile App or
Aberdeenshire
Website, in a
rolling program
estimated each
online service will
fund itself through
savings within 12
months.

Employee Reduced
operational costs
associated with
online service
offering.
Benefits

Customer Improved customer
service via
reduction in call
volumes and
resulting wait
times.

Projected £108,918 per
annum Savings from
streamlining administrative
and operational tasks
associated with supporting
paper based / existing non
online processes.
These savings will come in
the main from process and
time efficiency for staff.
More detailed financial
efficiency is being explored
on a case-by-case basis
and will form an important
part of prioritising the back
log of processes.

Projected financial savings
related to the introduction of
corporate webchat are
based upon the reduction of
enquiries directly to our
staff, enabling teams to do
more with less numbers,
and redirecting attention to
more cost-effective tasks.

The Customer Council Tax Portal has been
identified as one of the priority pieces of
work to begin the myAberdeenshire
approach to Online Services. Work has
begun with service to feed into this and
ensure it is strategically aligned to the
programme, and benefits are identified and
quantified
The Customer Service Programme is
officially launched and first programme board
is due in September to review budget and
scope.
Continue working with Joint Equipment
Centre on user journeys and requirements
for myAberdeenshire integration. IT and UX
also reviewing these requirements.

As reported previously Customer Service
are live with and continue to add intelligence
to their AI chat bots. In relation to realizing
benefits, Chat bots are currently resolving
40% of incoming chats at the first point of
contact, and chatbots have now gone live
out of hours. This means that the public can
have queries answered 24/7 via the chat bot
functionality. The average wait time for calls
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answering progress of applications,
queries, or concerns.









Provide a means to
answer the large
amount of
“common” queries
the Council
receives (e.g. bin
collections) which
frees up staff time
to focus on
resolving more
complex issues.
–Community
Introduction of a
highly requested
communication
channel, members
of the public
increasingly expect
to be able to
contact Local
Authorities via
chat.
Employee Reduction in
incoming calls to
the Contact Centre
which is currently a
significant staffing
pressure.
Financial Reduction in
operating costs as
chat is far cheaper
than fielding phone
queries.

that are still coming in has reduced from
approximately 25 minutes to less than 10
minutes
Live Life Aberdeenshire have commenced
their customer facing chat project and are
preparing for Go Live. Once live anticipated
saving of £9822 annually to LLA.
HR will follow in October with an internal
chat function picking up FAQs and basic HR
queries and advice, this will follow on the
same path as IT who have the other internal
instance of AI Chat bots and who have
already seen significant benefits.
IT Bots are solving 15% of incoming chat
requests already, with the eventual goal of
achieving 45% resolution rate. Current
estimations of saving of £22,410pa once this
automated resolution rate of 45% is
achieved.
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Building
Digital
Skills

We maximise investment in Microsoft 365
by building the digital skills of council
employees with targeted support that
develops user capability. We harness the
resource and knowledge of our
employees by developing the Digital
Champion programme.

£112,038

Our Employees
Organisational
Benefits






Front
Line
Employe
es

Phil McKay

Provision of mobile digital solutions (e.g.
devices) to front-line employees in areas
such as waste, roads and cleaning, who
currently have no digital access to
Aberdeenshire Council systems. This
initiative could provide the ability to
schedule jobs, communicate across
widespread teams, and provide live data.

£208,562

With an appropriate M365 license this will
also give access to some M365 tools
such as Teams, Yammer and SharePoint,
this will support flexible working reduce
avoidable travel and paper processes.

Informati
on
security

Chris Clelland

Additional investment in cyber security
service, to help us achieve our goals, in

£50,000

A digitally confident
workforce able to
leverage the
functionality of the
digital tools at their
disposal
A modern
workforce helping
the organisation
prepare for the
future
Employees feel
valued and part of
a digital culture
they identify with

Organisational
Benefits

Customer Improved
reputation with
employees and
service users


Sustainability Reduced carbon
footprint

Employee - Staff
that no longer feel
digitally and
technologically
excluded

Financial Reduction in
transport costs –
fuel, maintenance,
and CO2

Compliance
improved
governance due to
the move away
from paper
processes and
information to
digital methods

Our information

Enhanced cyber
security leads to
increased

Quantifiable savings not
part of the remit here- but
benefits will lead to better
ways of working, efficient
and supported employees
using digital tools to
maximise service delivery
and capacity.

This post has been developed in
collaboration with HR and will sit in the
Learning and development team.

Removal of Arcadia Lite will
create financial savings and
ability to communicate more
easily via digital methods,
removing the need for time
consuming paper
communication that are
printed off and physically
distributed.

The project is well underway, and workshops
have been held with front line staff in
Catering, Cleaning, Landscape, Waste and
Fleet. A wide range of issues/opportunities
have been surfaced.
The next step is to design a pilot with the top
5 requested functionality across all groups of
front line workers, and to role this out for a
set period of time. The project team will
work with employees to embed online
processes such as access to training to
ensure benefits are realized. The pilot group
will feature members from a range of front
line teams. The Business Case will feature
the pilot plan and be submitted to the
sponsor and board in August following the
discovery phase. This phase will test how
well the solutions provided meet employee
needs, as well as how well the devices
supplied work in live situations.

Current practices and
procedures will be
baselined so improvements
can be measured, e.g.
roads crews who currently
must drive to an office to
collect paper to tell them
where their next job is v
jobs being delivered to a
device while onsite.
Measurements of CO2, fuel
use, and paper/ printing will
be gathered then
compared.

The recruitment process for this post has
now concluded and the new postholder will
take up the role in September with an initial
focus on Digital champions, a digital learning
gap analysis across the organization,
growing connections with the Scottish Digital
office and Microsoft to ensure the
organization is leveraging resources to full
benefit.

The feedback and learning during this phase
will be used to roll out the most optimal
(Board approved) solutions to frontline staff
in other services.

Estimated £10,000 savings
pa for rationalisation of
M365 licences

Savings here are to mitigate
the potentially costly
circumstances of a security

A potential pilot group has been identified to
work with the Data Loss Prevention pilot.
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and
complian
ce

line with the Cyber Resilience Public
Sector Action Plan (PSAP).

compliance with key
cyber security
standards,
improved
information
governance,
increased threat
avoidance, faster
and more efficient
incident
management and
response, reduced
corporate risk and
fewer information
security breaches.

breach, and potential
damage to Aberdeenshire
Councils reputation should
there be a lack of
compliance.

This will highlight the need for E5 licenses.

Projected financial savings
over the next five years
achieved via:

After introducing MDM for Customer
Services and the Revenues Team in Phase
1 the Digital Strategy business case has
been approved for phase 2.

Allocated 200 licences as part of the pilot
group and intend to run a Proof of Concept
for a Security Operations Center service with
quorum cyber.



Master
Data
Manage
ment
(MDM)

Rob Simpson

MDM is the process of linking key
business data, held in relation to a citizen,
to a single point of reference across all
the council’s core systems which store
this information, such as Name, Address,
Telephone Number etc.
It allows Council systems to be
interconnected, saving time and ensuring
that our data is accurate and up to date
and avoids costly errors.

£128,386

Technologies will
be piloted which will
enhance control
and backup of cloud
service use,
automate threat
investigation and
response, enhance
Data Loss
Prevention through
enhanced licensing
of high-risk users,
removal of suspect
emails and high-risk
web links and the
ability to simulate
common attacks.
Benefits

Customer - Assist
with homelessness
eligibility instantly.
Improved customer
service, allowing
our service users
to feel reassured
we are managing
data efficiently.

Tell Us Once – Our
commitment to
joined up One
Aberdeenshire
approach, when
customers contact
us about a change
of address, a death
or a change in
circumstance.

More efficient
processes.
Improvements in











More efficient
processes
Improved data quality
Better joined up way of
working
Identification of fraud
e.g., Single Person
Discount
Early intervention in
terms of debt
Analysis of propensity
to pay by direct debit
Provision of more
targeted advice to
sustain tenancies
Reduction in evictions
Reduction in
management costs

The next data sets to be incorporated into
MDM are Housing and Benefits data sets.
These data sets will enhance the data quality
and content for the data sets in phase 1 and
will therefore enhance the customer
experience.
Below is an example of reports Housing and
Benefits could benefit from. be able to
produce as a result of adding the new data
sets:





Debt prevention
Fuel poverty detection
Single person discount fraud
Reduction in evictions etc.
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Universal Credit
monitoring and
management
Financial Identification of
fraud, e.g., Single
Person Discount;
Tracing
unrecovered debt.









Data
Hub

Paul Macari

This project enables the development of
Aberdeenshire’s data analytics
capabilities and is fundamental to the
delivery of the Digital Strategy.
It allows us to link the information we hold
with external data to improve decision
making and help us provide better
services.

£400,000

Improvements in
Universal Credit
monitoring and
management
Identification of under
occupation
Combating cuckooing
Tracing unrecovered
debt
Identification of those
in fuel poverty via
algorithms in system
Improved levels of
tenancy sustainment
through enhanced pretenancy checks

Benefits
A data analytics
capability that links our
internal data sets with
selected external data
sets for real-time
analytics will enable
better citizen facing
services, improved
support to decision
making for policy and
operational matters, and
insights to data that can
create value-add or
efficiencies in services.
We recognise that
implementing a data
analytics capability is a
change programme that
will involve people,
processes and
technology. The
proposed delivery
methodology will create
tranches of activity that
will be directly linked to
user needs, and enable
governance decisions
for investment in each
tranche, rather than a
‘big bang’ approach.

Savings to be determined
through the development of
the Full Business case

Following discussions with Hitachi, Finance
and IT colleagues a recommendation was
made to the Board that the HR/Finance PoC
should be progressed. The Board agreed
this option and Hitachi have delivered a PoC
which will be presented to Board in August.
There is another project board meeting
planned for end of September where we will
look at next steps in detail with Hitachi there is a lot to consider in terms of
requirements and resources (financial and
technical capacity) for the next stage of this
project.
The assessment produced by Hitachi
identifies the roles required to support the
data platform and work is ongoing with HR,
IT and Business Change to ensure that the
structure and skills within Business Strategy
can support the platform and the
organisation.
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Committ
ee
Manage
ment
System

Kare
n
Wiles

Ruth
Lias

Source an improved e-Committee
management system, which enables and
facilitates committee activities such as
publishing Councillor information,
scheduling meetings, and preparing and
publishing Committee paperwork using a
streamlined process.

£124,103

Innovatio
n Fund

Kate
Bond

Kerry
Thorne
ycroft

Managing a ringfenced pot that is
available for digital innovation projects/
pathfinders to support transformational
business cases as determined by the
Digital Strategy Board.

£100,000

Process
Automati
on
(Robotic
Process
Automati
on RPA)

Paul
Maca
ri

Michell
e
Simmo
ns

Using Process Automation to transform
repetitive manual processes, freeing up
staff time and redirecting it to higher
priority tasks, enabling efficiencies and
reducing the likelihood of human error.

£530,000

Bethsa
be
Sanch
ez

Benefits

Customer - Easy
access to
information
(reports/agenda/rep
orts) via online
system and search
function
Employees

Reduced admin
staff time of 407hrs
per year creating
and publishing
agenda packs

Providing report
monitoring process
that will reduce staff
time to go through
the approval
process manually

Finance - Less
waste – reduction in
paper copies of
committee papers

Innovation - More
efficient storage of
documentation by
using single copy
where possible

Our Services
Services feel inspired
and encouraged to
innovate on key areas
for development in line
with the drivers of the
digital strategy.
Benefits

Customers Increased
transaction speed
leading to better
customer service
for customer facing
processes.

Employees Frees staff to
concentrate on
customer-based
activities rather
than process
based, leading to
improved citizen

Projected £36,000
Opportunity for savings on
manual processes such as
Automating the
creation of committee
report packs.
Providing report
monitoring process
which saves staff time
on going through
different levels of
approval process
manually
Provide the visibility of
how to create a
committee report from
end to end.

Revised detailed Business Case and
preferred option have been approved with a
preferred supplier determined.
Meeting with procurement team and best
route for procurement has been agreed, we
will direct award to the preferred supplier
meaning a quicker procurement journey.
The necessary procurement documents are
being drawn up and following approval for
those we aim to draw together a contract
and procure in August.
Delivery is estimated to commence later in
August, with users engaged and
Meeting has been held with procurement
and t been determined to be the best route.
PAF, Award Report and DPIA are now
ongoing and following their approvals aimed
at mid-August, the contract process will
begin Some supplier risks were identified as
part of Business Case review, and those
have now been addressed with the
suppliers.
Preferred option has now been identified by
Digital programme board and approved.
Contract negotiation and procurement have
begun, with an aim to move to delivery next
month.

Potential for efficiencies
and financial savings which
can be built into the
application of a priority
scheme.

Initiation being designed, setting up a team
to scale up the original outline proposal for
the programme to be shared with Digital
Strategy Board by November 2022.

Annual staff costs of
delivering 7 processes of
varying complexity was
calculated.

For the 3 initial processes identified the
following is the current status:

The cost of carrying out the
same processes with
automation was then
calculated.
Current costs of processes
= £521,044
Costs after automation =
£154,986
Saving = £366,058

1)New employee process for HR
Process Design Documentation has fully
been signed off and build under way.
Estimated to be live in August.
2)OT referral requests for Customer
Services
Further workshop planned for July
3)Bad debt write-off for Tenants Services
Ready to go live in July.
Further processes have been identified and
workshops have been carried out or are
being planned with:
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Internet
of things
(IoT)

Phil
McK
ay

Amy
Stott
Peter
Irvine

IoT uses smart technology (devices
connected to the Internet and/or to each
other) such as sensors and wearable
devices to tell us about different
situations. They allow us to remotely
monitor or manage assets, to increase
the efficiency and effectiveness of our
services.
The set-up of the network is funded by
Scottish Government and the network
provider North, however full Council have
approved funding through the digital
strategy business case for six sensor
trials on the network. Three trials will be
paid for and three will be provided free by
the supplier ‘North’ as part of our
agreement for access to our building
stock.
The first three are funded by IoT Scotland
Project 1 Building Health sensors - looking at
CO2 saturation in classrooms
2 Water monitoring sensors - monitor
water temperature to help prevent
legionella.
3 Road Surface temperature – for
detecting ice issues

£70,348

and staff
experience.
Finance –
Reduction in
business costs
Ability to add
further and more
complex types of
automation in the
future.

Benefits

Customer Provide a better
service to the
public (proactive
rather than
reactive)

Demographic
Demand Social
inclusion, tackling
inequalities

Employee
To modernise the
working
environment and
conditions for
employees

Sustainability
Improved Carbon
Footprint

Innovation
Provide a more
efficient and
effective
operation

Financial
Monetary savings

Next, the cost of automation
over 4 years, assuming 7
new processes per year
onboarded, a total of 28
processes.
Current staff cost =
£2,084,180
=£74,435 per process
New RPA cost
=
£619,944
=
£22,141 per process
Savings
=
£1,464,236
System costs
=
£530,000
Final total
=
£934,236 / or £233,599pa
NB. Working Model for
supporting RPA currently
being discussed, giving
consideration to lessons
learned from colleagues in
other Local Authorities. This
may impact actual financial
ROI
By implementing the trials,
it will enable the Council to
identify the potential cost
savings around efficiencies
that these sensors may
offer and plan to make best
use of further investment in
the technology should the
tests of change be
successful.
3 trials received for free has
saved the Council £40,360

Planning and Economy
Education Resources and Performance
Business Support Admin
Live Life Aberdeenshire
Finance
Engagement sessions planned for Digital
Champions 14th and 28th July. This will
ensure the pipeline for new processes is
healthy.
Communications plan is active with articles
on Arcadia and Yammer.

We now have IoT Scotland Sensor Network
coverage in 12 towns in Aberdeenshire. 26
antennae have been installed on Council
Buildings. The six sensor trials are in various
stages of set-up.
Road surface sensor installs are now
complete and live. Dashboard is available for
Road Surface temperature data.
Waste Management sensor installs
complete, data to be uploaded to application.
Access to application and training has been
received.
Social Housing due to some access issues,
installs not complete, some sensors have
been installed but still to receive access to
application and training and discussion to
take place about the remaining installs.
Building Health sensors installed and data
available in an application.
New water monitoring sensors are live from
July in Westhill Academy, Westhill
Primary and Edenholme Care Home
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The following three trials are funded by
Aberdeenshire Council Digital Strategy
funding 1 Air Quality – sensors that monitor for air
pollutants
2 Social Housing – sensors that monitor
for damp and mould
3 Waste management – sensors that
monitor waste bin/grit bin fill levels.

Air Quality sensors installed, access to
application and training has been received
but some issues with data being reported
back so further investigation taking place
with supplier.
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Digital Discovery Projects

Appendix 3

1.

Digital Tools, Aberdeen Health & Social Care Partnership (AHSCP)
The Partnership adopted the use of digital tools at pace (Attend Anywhere /E-Consult)
during the pandemic, which was invaluable in enabling people to access primary care
support, whilst keeping vulnerable people safe and preventing the spread of infection.
Many people responded well to the move to digital methods of contact, but for some
this has proved challenging. In 2021 AHSCP Equalities Champions Group gathered
evidence on how the pandemic has impacted on people using health and social care
services. Due to the increased reliance on technology, digital exclusion was identified
as a key concern for people who were unable to engage due to a lack of digital skills
and limited support to overcome this, and / or lack of digital connectivity or equipment.
It was also recognised that for some HSCP client's digital approaches are not feasible,
or for whom there are additional barriers e.g., people with sensory impairment. In light
of this, the AHSCP digital project manager role has been reviewed and expanded to
progress both implementing patient facing digital initiatives and key actions to reduce
digital inequality. The post is currently being recruited to.

2.

Options & Homelessness, Housing Services
Through working jointly between Options and Homelessness, were
successful in procuring flexible funding with approximately £12,000 spent to procure
tablets for gypsy/travellers who were not awarded through Connecting Scotland.
Following this the next step was to provide data services through new funding procured
for the provision of phone minutes, texts, and data which is now available until 2023,
and able to help up to 60 persons per month through Online Centres Network –
Databank and uses the networks Three, 02, and Vodafone. There are different options
to suit individuals in need who are experiencing data poverty or inequality. As this was
only granted in late April the referrals process and getting the word out is being
developed. Information will be provided in tenants newsletters due out in June, with
referrals being completed by the Housing or Support Officers. Funding opportunities
continue to be sought to enable our tenants and those being supported.

3.

Peterhead Digital Inclusion Pilot
This project has been developed as a result of concerns identified by partners that
people with low income living in Peterhead were not digitally connected due to access
and cost. A short term, partner working group was established leading to a test for
change project. Through data research (Peterhead Strategic Needs Assessment
(2021), Covid-19 Community Impact Assessment, Scottish Index of Multiple
Deprivation (SIMD) led to a qualitative research project being undertaken in the
Longate area, Peterhead as this is an area with low employment and deprivation links
to housing, education and crime domains. The aim was to understand whether there
was a need for those in the area to be digitally connected. Possibly due to the
increased digital support, equipment and free MiFi, resulting from the response to
Covid, the findings showed the need was not as great as the quantitative data
suggested - the majority of Longate residents already had affordable connectivity and
skills and no residents wanted to be involved in developing a community website.
Based on these findings the following recommendations were approved and being
taken forward:
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a. The creation of a start-up package for residents who want access to affordable
broadband and digital learning support
b. Undertake further engagement through door to door and drop in sessions
c. Discuss placing free WiFi in the temporary housing service accommodation.
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City Region Deal & Reaching R100

Appendix 4

City Region Deal Community Achievements
1. Provided apprenticeships, work placements and working with schools and higher education to provide information on
employability with STEM organisations and placements for students.
2. Donated £5,000 to community third party and voluntary organisations.
3. 192 public sector sites were connected and 275km+ Fibre Cable was deployed across 6 main locations – Aberdeen, Westhill,
Stonehaven, Banchory, Inverurie and Ellon.
4. Aberdeenshire has 950 businesses and 31,375 residential homes within 200-meter distance of the network and 215 businesses
and 5,338 residential homes within 50-meter distance of the network and 9 business and leisure centres within 200-meter
distance of the network.
5. The City Region Deal project won the Social Value award at Go Awards Scotland which is wonderful recognition for the project.
Reaching 100%
The Scottish Government has committed to providing superfast broadband access - speeds of at least 30 Megabits per second (Mbps) - to every home and
business in Scotland. Unique in the UK, the Reaching 100% (R100) programme builds upon the success of the Digital Scotland Superfast Broadband (DSSB)
programme and aims to ensure universal superfast broadband access.
The 100% target will be met through three strands of activity:
1. The R100 contracts, under which Openreach will deliver full fibre broadband (FTTP) to nearly 16,000 premises in Aberdeenshire, between 2022 and
2027.
2. The R100 Scottish Broadband Voucher Scheme, which will grant a further 7,000 premises a £5,000 voucher to obtain a superfast broadband solution.
3. Further commercial expansion by telecoms operators in the region.
More information on the R100 programme can be found at www.scotlandsuperfast.com.
1. The R100 Contracts
As of July 2022, 371 premises have been connected to full-fibre broadband as part of the R100 contract. Another 15,297 properties are included in ongoing
and future deployment plans, with different areas being reached in phases, with expected completion of the programme in 2027. Fig. 1.1 is a map showing
how the deployment phases take shape between 2022 and 2027.
At the time of writing this report, the programme of deployment is running slightly behind the estimated timeline, with slippage causing a delay of approx. two
months. The causes of this delay have included a delayed start to the deployment of the R100 programme in the North Lot due to a legal challenge at the
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awarding stage, as well as a national shortage of fibre engineers, and internal matters within Openreach’s third party supply chain. Due to the nature of the
phasing of deployment, Openreach and Scottish Government have confirmed that there should be no impact to the overall timescales of deployment in
Aberdeenshire, despite some initial delays in the first phase, meaning all works are still expected to be complete by 2027.
In addition to the planned deployment, Openreach have been encouraged to complete ‘Overspill’ connections as they deploy full-fibre across the country.
‘Overspill’ is the term given to additional properties being connected to FTTP that were not included in deployment plans. Openreach look to complete these
additional connections to neighbouring properties, community clusters, and passed premises. In Aberdeenshire, the Overspill rate currently sits at around
20%, with an additional 65 premises benefitting from FTTP infrastructure to date, offering speeds of up to 1000Mbps.
Approximately 6 months prior to each deployment phase, Openreach will complete additional surveying, and provide more specific timescales for completion.
This is why 2024 and beyond are only in years, and 2022 is in multiple smaller windows.
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Fig. 1.1
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2. The R100 Scottish Broadband Voucher Scheme
In addition to the deployment of FTTP infrastructure with the R100 Contracts, there are still a number of premises in Aberdeenshire which will not be met by
these plans. These properties were not included in fibre broadband build plans for one or more reasons, including: New build property which did not exist at
initial survey and planning stage; Out-of-Scope because at initial survey and planning these properties were either included in other commercial plans, or data
suggested these properties already had access to superfast speeds; No-Build because the property was deemed to be too remote / complex / costly to deploy
a full-fibre solution to.
In order to fulfil the R100 objective, each of these premises is eligible to utilise the Scottish Broadband Voucher Scheme, which can provide up to £5,000
worth of subsidy for residents to purchase the installation of a superfast broadband solution. This is an operator-led subsidy voucher, meaning telecoms
operators use the voucher on the residents’ behalf, to cover the costs of installation, up to £5,000.
As of July 2022, 6,814 premises in Aberdeenshire are currently eligible for the Scottish Broadband Voucher Scheme, with 679 premises having already
utilised the vouchers available to them, to obtain a superfast broadband solution. Fig. 2.1 shows the locations of these premises on a map, with colour coding
of the reasons why the premises were not included in the R100 Contracts. The number of properties eligible to utilise the Scottish Broadband Voucher
Scheme is subject to change, as updated data is provided by Scottish Government. Where a property is added in to other commercial expansion plans by
telecoms operators, their eligibility for the voucher scheme is removed, as these premises will benefit from FTTP installation through other means.
Alternatively, some properties can be added into voucher eligibility where their connectivity speeds are found to be lower than 30Mbps, which contradicted
initial surveying.
Aberdeenshire has the highest uptake of the Scottish Broadband Voucher Scheme out of all 32 Local Authorities in Scotland, both by volume and percentage
available. This has been achieved partially through the work of the Digital Engagement Team within Aberdeenshire Council, which aims to stimulate demand
in the R100 programme through targeted community engagement, and close working with operators who can provide bespoke solutions in key areas of
Aberdeenshire.
At the time of writing this report, the Digital Engagement Team have directly supported 423 residents across Aberdeenshire and Aberdeen City through the
digitalengagement@aberdeenshire.gov.uk enquiries inbox. In addition, launch of the Digital Connectivity webpage on Aberdeenshire Council website has
successfully signposted residents through the process of getting better broadband. 679 properties have already utilised their vouchers to obtain a superfast
broadband solution, with a further 71 residents in the process of activating their voucher. This equates to a 10% uptake in the voucher scheme.
Usage of the vouchers has resulted in a range of infrastructure installations taking place in Aberdeenshire, including:
 Full-Fibre Community Solutions, where residents have been supported to aggregate their vouchers together, to fund the installation of FTTP
infrastructure.
 Satellite Broadband Solutions, which have allowed even the most remote and rural premises get access to superfast, reliable broadband.
 Fixed Wireless Broadband Solutions, which have been deployed by local Wireless Internet Service Providers via networks of radio masts and relay
sites across the region.
 4G Mobile Broadband Solutions, utilising the Mobile 4G network via SIM enabled routers, and more powerful Externally Mounted 4G Modems.
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